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JULIUS SURFACES is the story of a little guy who shows great
courage and surpasses himself with the right kind of support.
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Julius lives in his cosy house in a seagrass bed at the bottom
of the ocean.
He has always lived there and can't imagine life any other
way. Sometimes Julius is a bit lonely but mostly he's happy
and contented.

He likes to sit in his big, comfy armchair and watch the
colourful little fish playing outside his window while he eats
his favourite food _ seagrass flowers.
Julius loves anything made from seagrass, including seagrass
noodles, seagrass dumplings and seagrass schnitzel.

Once a day Julius goes outside to harvest some seagrass.
He uses a diving bell and heavy boots in order to breathe
under water and not be swept away.
His air tube is just about long enough for him to walk to
the end of the seagrass bed.

Today his friend Fridolin the cleaner fish is coming to visit.
He works for a big whale with whom he travels across the
seven seas. They like to take a break near Julius' house.
Fridolin always makes fun of Julius with his diving bell and
heavy boots. »If you could swim and dive, Julius, you'd be able
to harvest seagrass much more quickly. And I could show
you all the other things waiting to be discovered aside from
just the seagrass.«
Julius hesitates _ he thinks his way of harvesting works
perfectly well. Fridolin keeps on teasing him: »Maybe you've
got too chubby from eating all those seagrass flowers _
even more chubby than my boss the whale. Even he can
swim and go up to the surface for air!«

Julius won't stand for that: »Nonsense,«
he says, pulling in his stomach. »Of course
I can learn how to swim and dive!«
»Great,« says Fridolin.
»We can start practising
tomorrow morning then.«

The next morning Julius is feeling quite nervous when Fridolin
appears at his window, especially as the whale has come
to watch too. »Will I manage to learn to swim and dive that
quickly?«
»Of course you will,« Fridolin replies. »I'm here and I'm going
to help you!«

Julius plucks up all his courage, takes a deep breath and puffs
out his cheeks. Then he starts to paddle through the seagrass
bed. First just a few metres, then as far as the middle. And an
hour later he can do it _ he can dive all the way to the end of
the seagrass bed and back.
»Blub, blub, hooray,« Fridolin cheers and does a somersault.
»Very well done!«
The whale is delighted too. He has a huge surprise for Julius:
»Since you're already so good at swimming and diving, I'll take
you with me tomorrow next time I go up to the surface for air.«

Early next morning Fridolin and the whale are waiting for
Julius on the other side of the seagrass bed. Julius goes to
put on the diving bell and heavy boots as usual but Fridolin
calls across to him: »You don't need those anymore.«
Julius takes a deep breath, puffs out his cheeks and dives
through the seagrass bed to join the others. Bravely he
grabs on to the whale's fin and off they go.
The water rushes past him. Out of the corner of his eye
he can see his house and the seagrass bed getting smaller
and smaller. Above him it's getting lighter and everything is
starting to shimmer and sparkle.

All of a sudden there is a loud splash and Julius is flung out
of the water into a very bright light. »What's happening?«
Julius splutters, holding on even tighter to the whale's fin.
»We've surfaced,« says the whale, »and that bright light
up there is the sun.«
Julius takes a deep breath. »Hmmm, what a lovely smell.
How pleasant and warm it is in the sun.«
Just below the surface Julius can see his friend Fridolin.
»Thanks for your help and for teaching me how to swim
and dive,« he calls, waving excitedly. »Can you harvest some
seagrass for me while I'm up here? I want to stay for a
bit longer and have a look around.«

That evening Julius cooks up a seagrass feast
for Fridolin. One thing's for sure: »I want to
surface again tomorrow,« says Julius.
He's spotted a small island on the horizon that
has unleashed his sense of adventure.

Please see www.juliusbyjuzo.com if you or your child requires more information on
“Julius” and Juzo's scar therapy.

